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BAB 5

CONCLUSION

After analyzing the character, Josette Kaufman in the novel “Mrs. Everything”

(2019) by Jennifer Weiner, through intrinsic approach, which consist of point of

view, characterization by showing and telling method, plot, setting, and elaborate

with analysis through extrinsic approach by using psychoanalytic and

psychosexual by Sigmund Freud to analyze the psychology and use sexual

concepts to analyze the sociology. And from the approaches and concepts that

have been mentioned, it can prove the factors that influence the deviation of sexual

orientation from the character Jo.

By using the showing and telling method, and the third-person omniscient can

reveal the characters of Jo, Bethie, Lynnette, Shelley, and also David. Then

through the plot, we can see the relationship between the characters and the

conflicts in the novel. And through the settings, we can find out more details from

the characters to the plot.

The factors that make Jo's sexual orientation deviate because it is already

inside Jo and supported by the environment. So, the causative factors which affects

Jo’s sexual orientation are from her internal factor (psychological) and supported

by the environment. Jo has a strong desire to maintain her interest in women, and

this is supported by her mother's strict upbringing. Her mother thought that educate

Jo so hard would make Jo a good girl. But this only makes Jo stubborn and

maintains what she thinks is right. Therefore, Jo still maintains her deviant

orientation (lesbian). This is evidenced by the psychoanalytic and psychosexual

theory of Sigmund Freud, which states that an individual's sexual orientation will

unconsciously identify their sexual orientation as a result of experiences that occur

and are repressed in their childhood.

And the second is, because of the neighborhood where Jo used to live, and it is

in the apartment. It is said that his former neighborhood was very crowded and

cramped, and that even the people were mixed from different races. Because it was

possible that when Jo was little she often paid attention to the surrounding people

that have different culture and different races, so that this can affect the sexual
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orientation that Jo will experience when Jo is a teenager. And it was proven, when

Jo was a teenager, she had a deviant sexual orientation. And the last one is Jo's

unnatural friendship with Lynnette and Shelley. As a teenager, Jo tends to be

friends with very feminine girls. And in fact, because she is being friends with

feminine women, it makes Jo have sexual attraction with the same sex.

Therefore, the experience as a child is very important and really needs to be

considered. Likewise, when you are a teenager. In adolescence, guidance from

adults is needed, that is parents. Parents have a very important role in educating

their children. Because adolescence can be said to be a period of determination.

The period of determination in which we will determine our identity and sexual

orientation. All of these things happen in adolescence.

And sexual orientation deviations also occur in the real world. Where many

teenagers have deviant sexual orientations. And this is increasingly visible with

people more and more showing their deviant sexual orientation, because now there

are many people who support LGBT and also in some countries now have allowed

same-sex marriage.

According to this research, it is potential for the next research to analyze Mrs.

Everything novel through other approaches or concepts. This research also can

introduce the student of the English Language and Culture Department about the

causative factors that make someone have sexual orientation deviant. This research

also can use as a comparison to write a better analysis.


